NO FAULT PROTECTION.

NO RISK. NO HASSLE. NO KIDDING.

No Fault Protection is Allied
Air’s commitment to quality,
respect, trust and honesty
with our distributors. We have
ironclad confidence in the
equipment we manufacture.
Which means we’ll have your
back like no other company.

You’ll see No Fault Protection
at work in every aspect of our
distributor relationships.
•Distributor Service
Representative
•Warranty
•Smart Product Design
•Engineering
•Manufacturing
•Shipment

Well-designed. Well-crafted.
BACKED WITHOUT HESITATION.

DISTRIBUTOR SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE

OUR MOST
IMPORTANT
EMPLOYEE IS
ACTUALLY YOURS.

Warranty approval discretion is
in your hands. You can do 100%
replacement if that’s what it takes.
The Distributor Service Representative is
one of No Fault Protection’s most crucial
aspects. Because it puts important decisions
in your hands, where they belong.
By training one of your employees as an
Allied Air Distributor Service Representative,
they become part of our extended family.
With that comes added power, authority
and the confidence to take care of your
customers on the spot. You don’t have
to wait for OEM approval, because your
people make the call. That’s what trust
is all about.

WARRANTIES

EQUIPMENT WITH COMMITMENT.
Our warranty process shows the
respect we have for your business.

Our warranties show the confidence
we have in our equipment.

• Our paperless submittal takes just minutes,
not hours or days. We save you time by
handling it all online.

•We offer a 10-year limited warranty
on parts and compressors.

•You get immediate credit. Because you
shouldn’t have to wait for what’s yours.
•You’ll never have to keep or send back
warranty parts. No Fault means just that.
If you say there’s a problem, we’re going
to fix it.

•We offer a limited lifetime warranty
on every heat exchanger.

ALLIED INSIGHTS

MEET OUR
WARRANTY
DEPARTMENT.
HER NAME IS RUTH.

Our warranty department is one of the
most prominent examples of how well
No Fault Protection works. You’d think
with protection as comprehensive as
ours, our warranty department would
have enough employees to fill a concert
hall. But it doesn’t. In fact, it only has
one employee. Her name is Ruth.

Built with pride, care,
And unmatched dedication.

Smart Product Design

NO FAULT MEANS
ATTENTION TO DETAIL.
IN EVERYTHING.

The easier the unit is to put in, the
less effort dealers have to put out.
•Multiple configurations, convertibleready designs and flexible duct
connections for venting mean less
time on any heating install.
•Intelligent component access and
corner valve placements for easier
brazing make cooling installation
simpler and more convenient.
• Matching the most popular footprint
means no adapter curb needed —
which makes bids more competitive
for commercial applications.

PRECISION SERVICE™ TECHNOLOGY

Little differences
that are part of a
larger approach

In every Allied Air product, you’ll find
details that make regular maintenance and
service faster and more accurate. Because
the easier it is to service, the more likely it
is to be serviced correctly.
•We use piloted fits and tapered leads
on burners and blowers that return them
to factory alignment after service.
•Thoughtfully placed components can be
quickly accessed because it is easier to
do the job when you have room to work.
•Smart touches like Schrader cores and
common-size, forward-facing screws
save time and effort.

ENGINEERING

OUR COMMITMENT
STARTS LONG
BEFORE THE
ASSEMBLY LINE.

Quality is the foundation of No Fault
Protection. It’s a part of our culture,
and it’s our guiding force before we
pick up a single tool or gauge.
•Allied Air employs 900 research
team members in 9 global locations
to create better designs for the
products we build.
•We have a dedicated Reliability
Team researching components and
suppliers to make sure they maintain
our exacting standards for quality
and consistency.
•Accelerated Life Testing puts our
products through years of abuse
in just a few weeks, to make sure
they’re going to last.

ALLIED INSIGHTS

WE’RE NOT GOING
TO LET A CAPACITOR
BLOW OUR
REPUTATION.
Capacitors can be the weakest point of
many pieces of home heating and air
conditioning equipment. When they fail,
everything shuts down.
We deal with the problem at its source.
Industry standards aren’t good enough,
that’s why we specify a different build for
our capacitors. Our tolerances are 2 times
tighter, so our capacitors last 3 times longer
than anyone else’s.

WHEN YOU BUILD YOUR PRODUCTS RIGHT,
IT’S EASY TO DO THE RIGHT THING.

MANUFACTURING

WE’RE BUILDING
YOUR BUSINESS
EVERY TIME WE
BUILD A UNIT.

No Fault Protection is part of
everything that comes off our line.
•We are the first ISO-certified
HVAC manufacturer.
•We use advanced equipment, like
a coordinate measuring machine
normally used in automotive and
aerospace applications.
•Component Verification and Tracking
ensures the correct parts and testing
prodecures are used on each piece
of equipment.
•Others “bump-test.” We run test
100% of our equipment with higher
standards than UL, AHRI and CSA
standards.

ALLIED INSIGHTS

We work well
under pressure.
The industry’s number one concern:
Coil leaks. Our number one priority?
Preventing them. An Allied Air joint
brazer gets 250 hours of training to
make sure they’re an expert. Then,
just to be sure, we triple-leak test
every joint.
We have a first-pass braze success
rate of 99.97%, so for every one
million joints, we rebraze three
hundred before they leave the factory.

Getting our products from A to B
Is always a point of pride for us.

SHIPMENT

WHEN EQUIPMENT
LEAVES THE FACTORY,
WE LEAVE NOTHING
TO CHANCE.

From the moment it’s out of our
hands, we want to make sure our
equipment continues to deliver
the quality we’ve built into it.
So we protect it during shipping
and handling, and follow it out
in the field.
•Baseloid packaging, inspired by the
appliance industry, protects external
appearance and internal components
during shipping. So homeowners get
a scratch-free, dent-free unit that’s
been carefully preserved in transit.

ALLIED INSIGHTS

The true test
of packaging
strength: ours.
The average product box is picked up
and put down 14 times during shipment.
That’s a lot of potential for damage.
When someone orders a perfect product,
they should receive a perfect product.
That’s why our baseloid packaging
underwent extensive testing, refinement
and retesting to make sure it could
withstand miles of abuse while keeping
its contents pristine. And it does.

Let’s build a great partnership.
From the idea stage to final delivery, from our people
to our processes, Allied Air’s No Fault Protection is
designed to make you more profitable. We build our
equipment to last, and we make it easier for contractors
and dealers to install and service. Then we back it with
a substantial warranty and a no-nonsense approach to
doing the right thing.
When you partner with a manufacturer, forge your
alliance with the one that always puts you first. Allied Air.

